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MOSCOW: Russian authorities have arrest-
ed a journalist from a respected independ-
ent business media outlet on extremism
charges over his alleged membership of a
nationalist group, officials said yesterday.

A Moscow court on Wednesday ordered
Alexander Sokolov, a journalist with the
RBK newspaper and website, be held in

custody until September 22 as investiga-
tors probed him for helping to run a right-
wing anti-government organisation.  

Sokolov was detained alongside nation-
al ist  former newspaper editor  Yury
Mukhin-who has called for the ouster of
President Vladimir Putin-and a third sus-
pect Valery Parfyonov, a court spokes-

woman told AFP. Investigators said in a
statement that Sokolov helped run an
organisation and website calling for a ref-
erendum to set up a people’s tribunal to
try Russia’s top officials.

The fiercely nationalist group dubbed
For Responsible Authorities! rails against
off ic ial  corruption and supports  pro-

Russian fighters battling the government
in Ukraine. 

Investigators said that the group’s aims
are the same as an earlier organisation that
was banned for extremism in 2010.

A lawyer for the suspects told Russian
radio that his clients would appeal their
detention. —AFP

Russia arrests journalist for links to nationalist group

ADANA: A United States Air Force cargo plane maneuvers on the runway after it landed at the Incirlik Air Base, in the
outskirts of the city of Adana, southern Turkey, yesterday. Turkish Foreign Ministry spokesman Tanju Bilgic said
Wednesday, that an agreement allowing the US-led coalition against the IS to launch airstrikes from Incirlik and other
Turkish bases has been approved by Cabinet. —AP

Turkish military campaign 

aims to prevent Kurdish unity

Kurdish leader says Erdogan wants revenge
ANKARA: The main aim of Turkey’s recent
military operations in northern Syria and
Iraq is to prevent Kurdish territorial unity
and not to combat Islamic State, the
leader of Turkey’s pro-Kurdish opposition
HDP said yesterday.

In an interview with Reuters, Selahattin
Demirtas accused President Tayyip
Erdogan and the ruling AK Party of drag-
ging Turkey into conflict in revenge for the
AKP losing its majority in a June 7 general
election.

That election saw the HDP win enough
votes to enter parliament as a party for the
first time, ending more than a decade of
single-party rule in the NATO member
country.

“The AK Party is dragging the country
into a period of conflict, seeking revenge
for the loss of its majority in the June elec-
tion,” Demirtas told Reuters in the capital
Ankara.

“HDP passing the threshold and the AK
Party losing its parliamentary majority are
being used as a pretext for war.”

Turkey launched near-simultaneous air
strikes on Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK)

camps in northern Iraq and Islamic State
fighters in Syria last Friday, in what Prime
Minister Ahmet Davutoglu has called a
“synchronised fight against terror”.

But its assaults on the PKK have so far
been much heavier than its strikes against
Islamic State, fuelling Kurdish suspicions
that its real agenda is keeping Kurdish
political and territorial ambitions in check,
something the government denies.

“Turkey carried out a couple of air
strikes against the Islamic State just for
show, without causing serious damage to
it, nor is Islamic State feeling serious pres-
sure from Turkey,” Demirtas said.

“Turkey’s operations do not aim at tak-
ing measures against Islamic State. The
main objective is to prevent the formation
of a Kurdish entity in northern Syria,” he
said.

AIR STRIKES
Ankara is uncomfortable with the

steady advance of Syrian Kurdish PYD
forces, helped by US air strikes, against
Islamic State. Around half of Syria’s 900 km
(560 mile) border with Turkey is now con-

trolled by Kurds.
Erdogan and the AKP worry that those

advances will embolden Turkey’s own 14
million Kurdish minority and rekindle a
three-decade insurgency by the PKK,
deemed a terrorist organisation by Turkey,
the United States and Europe.

After Ankara agreed to open its air
bases to the US-led coalition last week fol-
lowing years of reluctance, Turkey and
Washington are working on plans to pro-
vide air cover for Syrian rebels and sweep
Islamic State fighters from a strip of north-
ern Syria along the Turkish border.

But the move will also ensure that terri-
tory remains out of the hands of the PYD,
preventing Syria’s Kurds from joining up
areas under their control into what could
otherwise become a strip of Kurdish land
running from the Iraqi border almost to
the Mediterranean. “Erdogan stressed in
the past that they would never allow the
unification of Kurdish cantons in northern
Syria. Jarablus is the only obstacle for this
unity,” Demirtas said, referring to a Syrian
town on the edge of the proposed “safe
zone”.— Reuters

Russia opens trial

against Ukrainian

aviator Savchenko
DONETSK: Ukrainian pilot and lawmaker Nadiya Savchenko
went on trial in Russia yesterday in a politically charged case
that could send ties between Moscow and Kiev to a new low.

The 34-year-old helicopter navigator faces up to 25 years in
prison for her alleged involvement in the killing of two
Russian journalists in war-torn eastern Ukraine last year. 

Savchenko, who is seen by her compatriots as a symbol of
resistance against what most Ukrainians consider an insur-
gency fuelled by President Vladimir Putin’s government, has
denied any involvement.

After more than a year in detention, Savchenko was in the
dock in the small southern Russian town of Donetsk on the
border with eastern Ukraine.

Her lawyers say the authorities opted to try their client out-
side Moscow in violation of legal procedures and say the
choice of venue was aimed at shielding the hearings from the
public eye. There was a heavy police presence for the trial,
which started with a closed preliminary hearing.

Embassy staff from several countries including Britain, the
United States as well as the European Union were in Donetsk
to observe the trial. “She is okay,” defence lawyer Mark Feigin
said on Twitter after seeing Savchenko.

Her legal team-including Feigin who said he took a flak
jacket to Donetsk-asked that the trial be moved to Moscow
and away from a town near a conflict zone.

“The Donetsk city court cannot hear this case because
there is not one condition that would ensure a... comprehen-
sive legal process,” Feigin told reporters. Donetsk has no jail
and Savchenko has to be transported to hearings from
Novocherkassk, a city nearly two hours away by car. Few
doubt that Savchenko’s fate will be decided in the Kremlin,
and Western leaders as well as Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko of Ukraine have called on Putin to let her go.

Trial by jury denied 
Two journalists from Russian public broadcaster VGTRK,

Igor Kornelyuk and Anton Voloshin, died in shelling on June
17, 2014, in Ukraine’s Lugansk region.

Russian prosecutors say Savchenko was involved the killing
in her capacity as a volunteer in a Ukrainian battalion.

The prosecution also accuses her of illegally crossing the
border into Russia where she was detained.

Savchenko has denied the charges and refused food for
more than 80 days to protest at her detention. She broke off
her hunger strike in March because of severe health problems.

The defence argues that phone bills confirmed she had
already been taken prisoner by separatists when the journal-
ists died, and was taken to Russia against her will.

Russia denied Savchenko a jury trial, which statistically is
more likely to deliver a not guilty verdict. —AFP
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